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This paper presents improved torque control scheme for a high speed sensorless induction motor drive. The
proposed high speed torque control scheme substitutes the flux oriented control by the voltage angle control in the
flux weakening regime. This scheme uses maximum of available inverter voltage, alleviates well known problems
of current control schemes in conditions with insufficient voltage margin and avoids the influence of estimated
speed error to the achieved flux level. The algorithm uses similar slip control as flux oriented control algorithm, but
is applied without an outer flux trajectory reference which is typical for the flux weakening, providing a fast and
well damped torque response even if error in estimated speed is present.

Experiments confirm the effectiveness of proposed torque control algorithm, smooth transition from the flux
oriented control in the base speed region to the voltage angle control in the flux weakening, superior dynamic
performance of the voltage angle torque control, and its robustness to an estimated rotor speed error.
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Unaprije�eno upravljanje momentom visokobrzinskog pogona s asinkronim motorom bez mjerenja
brzine. U radu je predstavljena unaprije�ena shema upravljanja za pogon visokobrzinskog asinkronog motora
bez mjerenja brzine. Predloženi postupak zamjenjuje vektorsko upravljanje upravljačkom strukturom s upravljan-
jem kutom napona u slabljenju polja. Predložena shema koristi maksimalni raspoloživi napon invertora, eliminira
dobro poznate probleme strujno reguliranih pogona u uvjetima s nedovoljnom rezervom napona i eliminira utjecaj
greške u estimaciji brzine na dostignutu razinu toka. Algoritam koristi sličnu kontrolu klizanja kao i vektorsko up-
ravljanje, ali bez tipičnog vanjskog zadavanja toka u slabljenju polja, pružajući brz i dobro prigušen odziv momenta
čak i u slučaju greške u estimaciji brzine.

Eksperimenti izvedeni na velikoj brzini vrtnje potvr�uju učinkovitost predložene regulacije momenta, gladak
prijelaz iz baznog područja brzine u slabljenje polja, vrhunske dinamičke performanse upravljanja kutom napona i
robusnost na pogrešku u estimiranoj brzini vrtnje.

Ključne riječi: Visokobrzinski asinnkroni motor, Upravljanje momentom, Kontrola kuta napona

1 INTRODUCTION
Torque and flux control in Induction Motor (IM) drives

is commonly achieved through the Field Oriented Con-
trol (FOC), which is based on decoupling of the torque-
producing and flux-producing components of stator current
vector, or through the Direct Torque Control (DTC), which
is based on a direct control of stator voltage without inner
current control loop [1, 2]. In IM drives torque and flux
are coupled and they are controlled simultaneously by us-
ing fast current regulated inverters (in FOC drives), or by
employing hysteresis controllers or decoupling circuits (in
DTC drives). In both cases respective flux components are
kept constant in base speed region, and decreased above
the base speed in flux weakening region [3].

Medium and high-speed induction machines gain at-

tention due to better efficiency, larger power-to-weight ra-
tio, and smaller size and cost. They can be used without
mechanical gear in wide speed range and mainly operate in
flux weakening [4-8]. In order to achieve maximum torque
capability in flux weakening, a torque control algorithm
that fully utilizes available inverter voltage is mandatory
[9-11]. For proper operation of the inner current loops in
the FOC scheme a minimum voltage margin has to be pre-
served. The margin is obtained by reducing the flux and/or
using over modulation, but with lowering the flux under
the optimal level or producing harmonics. If the flux ref-
erence is given in inverse proportion to the shaft speed,
the torque dynamics is than dependent both on the cur-
rent regulator dynamics and mechanical time constant [12-
15]. The absence of an explicit current controller in DTC
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scheme insures better DC bus utilization then in FOC [16-
19]. The most of the FOC and DTC schemes accomplish
torque control by using outer flux trajectories calculated
from the steady state relations without modeling machine
dynamics.

Additional problem with the low cost drives operating
at ultra high speeds is the estimation accuracy of the model
outputs (such is rotor speed) and states (such are flux vector
and torque). First of all, in order to keep the overall price of
drive low, phase voltage estimation and phase currents re-
construction from single DC link shunt is performed. Also,
because of the fact that fundamental frequencies of high
speed machines are in the range of few hundreds of hertz,
which cannot be followed with the increase of Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) frequency, low fundamental to estima-
tor sampling frequency ratio is expected. That gives rise of
new problems that result in inaccurate flux position and
speed estimation [20] which highly influence FOC perfor-
mance in flux weakening.

The proposed torque control scheme is combination of
the best properties of FOC at low speeds and Voltage An-
gle Torque Control (VATC) at high speeds. Algorithm ob-
tains fast and well damped torque response in the full speed
range. In the base speed region torque is controlled by sta-
tor currents in the Indirect FOC (IFOC) structure, while in
the flux weakening regime torque is controlled by VATC
structure with smooth transition between these two modes.
The VATC algorithm supplies the machine with full con-
stant voltage in the flux weakening and the outer flux tra-
jectory reference is not necessary because torque control
loop automatically adjusts the rotor flux level [21]. This
approach enables full utilization of both magnetic mate-
rial of the machine and power capabilities of the inverter.
The algorithm does not need the precise knowledge of the
flux position and therefore is robust against an error in es-
timated speed. Also, the algorithm avoids usage of inner
current control loops in voltage limit and thus is robust
against supply voltage fluctuation.

In the Section 2 mathematical IM models for the IFOC
control in the base speed region and the VATC model for
control at high speeds are given. Adequate tunings of the
PI regulator with variable gains for the VATC control are
proposed in order to obtain well damped torque response
in the flux weakening regime. The proposed torque control
scheme is presented in the Section 3. The scheme is based
on the approach presented in [22], but upgraded with the
low speed IFOC and smooth transition between the IFOC
to the VATC modes. It is shown that unique control struc-
ture can be used both for the base speed region (when ma-
chine operates in the IFOC mode) and in the flux weak-
ening (when machine operates in the VATC mode). The
smooth transition from the base speed region to the flux
weakening region is provided by holding the output volt-

age components at the values achieved in the IFOC mode
and keeping them constant in the VATC mode. By this, the
control is switched from the current control to the voltage
angle control without changing the control structure, cal-
culating the base speed or employing outer flux reference
trajectories. In the VATC mode motor dynamics variations
are compensated for by using torque regulator with vari-
able gains. In the Section 4 experimental verification of
the static and dynamic performance in the torque and the
speed control modes, as well as robustness against esti-
mated speed error is given. Section 5 is the Conclusion.

2 IFOC AND VATC TORQUE CONTROL OF IM
Mathematical model of the IM in synchronous rotating

reference frame is given in equations (1) through (6),

−→u s=rsis+
1

ωb

d
−→
Ψ s

dt
+jωe

−→
Ψ s, (1)

0 = rrir +
1

ωb

d
−→
Ψr

dt
+ j (ωe − ωr)

−→
Ψr, (2)

−→
Ψs = ls

−→
i s + lm

−→
i r, (3)

−→
Ψr = lr

−→
i r + lm

−→
i s, (4)

te= −Im
{−→

Ψs
−→
i s

}
, (5)

Tm
dωr

dt
=te−tl, (6)

where −→u s,
−→
i s are the stator voltage and current vectors

in [p.u.], −→s,−→r, are the stator and rotor flux vectors in
[p.u.], ωe, ωr are the synchronous and rotor angular speed
in [p.u], ωb is the model base speed [rad/s], ls, lr, rs, rr
are the stator and rotor inductance and resistance [p.u], lm
is the mutual inductance in [p.u], te, tl are the IM and load
torque in [p.u], and Tm is mechanical time constant [s].

In the base speed region, both synchronous speed ωe
and stator voltage modulus vary with torque and speed,
while the rotor flux is kept constant. In the flux weaken-
ing region, stator voltage modulus is kept constant, syn-
chronous speed varies with the torque and speed, while the
rotor flux must be changed.

In the flux weakening regime, the stator voltage is lim-
ited due to a limited DC bus voltage UDC . In terms of dq
components, the voltages ud and uq are limited by

|−→u s|=
√
u2d+u2q ≤ Us (7)

where Us = UDC/
√

3 is the peak phase voltage avail-
able.
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2.1 IFOC torque control in the base speed region

In the base speed region available voltage is suffi-
cient and decoupled torque and flux control is obtained
by proper orientation of the synchronous reference frame
and by current supply (IFOC control). For the machine
fed from current source, and synchronous reference frame
d1q1 aligned with the rotor flux (

∣∣∣−→Ψ rd

∣∣∣=Ψrd1, Ψrq1= 0)
as shown in Fig. 1, the IM model is:

dΨrd1

dt
+

1

Tr
Ψrd1=

lm
Tr
isd1, (8)

te=
lm
lr

Ψrd1isq1, (9)

ωsl =
lm

TrΨrd1
isq1, (10)

ϑd1q1=

∫
(ωsl + ωr) dt, (11)

where ϑd1q1 is the synchronous reference frame orien-
tation angle and ωsl is the slip angular speed [p.u].

d1

β

ψr

q1

us

d2

ϑdq1

q2

ϑu

ud1

uq1

α

Fig. 1. Synchronous reference frames d1q1 and d2q2.

The orientation of the synchronous reference frame
d1q1 is calculated using (10) and (11) and in the IFOC
mode rotor flux and torque are controlled independently.

2.2 VATC Torque Control in the Flux Weakening

In order to fully utilize DC bus voltage, the second syn-
chronous reference frame d2q2 is aligned with the stator
voltage −→u s (ud2 = Us, uq2 = 0), as shown in Fig. 1.
When the stator voltage amplitude is limited, the only con-
trol variable in model (1-6) is the voltage angle ϑu propor-
tional to the synchronous speed ωe:

ϑd2q2 = ϑd1q1 + ϑu, (12)

ϑu=π−arctan
uq1
ud1

. (13)

In the voltage limit, the IM torque can be controlled
by voltage angle control without outer flux reference [21].
Linearized model is derived from (1-7) assuming that sta-
tor dynamics is much faster than rotor and mechanical dy-
namics. The approximated transfer function is obtained
for the least favorable pole position, i.e. for the unloaded
IM as given in [22]. The IM transfer function obtained by
linearization around operating point “0” is given as:

Gte (p) = G0

p
ωz

+ 1
p2

ω2
nr

+ 2ξrp
ωnr

+ 1
. (14)

The static gain G0, transfer function zero’s frequency
ωz , rotor poles’ natural frequency ωnr, and damping ratio
ξr are given as functions of synchronous speed:

G0 =
kskrT

′
r

(
U0T

′
s

)2

σLs

((
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2
+ (1− kskr)2

) , (15)

ωz =
ωb
T ′
r

(
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2
+ (1− kskr)2

((
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2
+ (1 + T ′

s/T
′
r) (1− kskr)

) ,

(16)

ωnr =
ωb
T ′
r

√√√√√√

(
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2
+ (1− kskr)2

1 +
(
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2 , (17)

ξr =

(
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2
+ 1− kskr

√
1 +

(
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2√(
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2
+ (1− kskr)2

,

(18)
where ks=lm/ls, kr=lm/lr are stator and rotor cou-
pling coefficients, σ= 1−l2m/(lslr) is leakage coefficient,
T

′
s =σls/rs and T

′
r =σlr/rr are stator and rotor transient

time constants in [p.u].
In flux weakening, further approximations can be used:

ω0
d2q2T

′
s � (1−kskr) , (19)

(
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2

1+
(
ω0
d2q2T

′
s

)2 ≈ 1, (20)

and steady-state gain (15) takes shorter form:
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G0 ≈
kskrT

′
r

σls

(
U0

ω0
d2q2

)2

, (21)

zero’s (16) and poles’ natural frequency (17) overlap:

ωz ≈ ωnr ≈
ωb
T ′
r

, (22)

and model (15-18) simplifies to:

Gte (p) =
kskrT

′
r

σls

(
U0

ω0
d2q2

)2
1

p

ωb/T
′
r

+1
. (23)

Motor torque, represented by simplified model (23),
can be regulated by simple proportional – integral (PI)
torque regulator, parameterized in the form:

KtePI (p) =KC

(
1

ωC
+

1

p

)
, (24)

where ωC is desired closed-loop bandwidth and KC is
the regulator gain tuned to achieve it. Closed-loop band-
width ωC can be selected as high as the natural frequency
(17) of rotor poles, in order to avoid non modeled high-
frequency dynamics. The tunings of the PI regulator are:

ωC=
ωb
T ′
r

, (25)

KC=
ωC
G0

=
ωbσls

kskrT
′
r
2

(
ω0
d2q2

U0

)2

. (26)

It should be noted from (24)-(26) that the gains of the
PI regulator change with the synchronous speed ωe, i. e.
gain scheduling is introduced. The gain scheduler (26) in-
sures that the projected dynamics of VATC structure is pre-
served for any value of synchronous speed. If needed, the
influence of the DC bus voltage variation to the VATC dy-
namic can also be eliminated by altering the value U0 in
(26).

3 PROPOSED TORQUE CONTROL SCHEME
SUITABLE FOR BOTH BASE AND HIGH
SPEED REGION

In the base speed region proposed torque control algo-
rithm operates as the standard IFOC structure (8-11), while
in the flux weakening regime operates as the VATC with
gain scheduling. Transition between two modes is per-
formed within the proposed unique control scheme without
switches or additional nonlinearities.

3.1 Transition from IFOC to VATC Control Scheme
In the base speed region the IFOC structure provides

control variables which are stator voltage components ud1
and uq1 and the angle ϑd1q1, shown in the Fig. 1. Both ud1
and uq1 depend on the flux and torque in the base speed
region and increase with the speed. When the voltage limit
(7) is reached, current regulators saturate, and IFOC con-
trol becomes unstable. Border values of voltage compo-
nents uLIMd1 and uLIMq1 are

√(
uLIMd1

)2
+
(
uLIMq1

)2
=Us. (27)

Once the voltage limit (27) is reached, the proposed
control scheme abandons IFOC and switches to VATC with
voltage amplitude Us kept at maximum value. The initial
voltage angle ϑLIMu is defined by the ratio of the border
voltage components uLIMd1 and uLIMq1

ϑLIMu =π−arctan
uLIMq1

uLIMd1

(28)

valid at the beginning of the flux weakening region.
With stator resistance neglected, the angle ϑLIMu is:

ϑLIMu ≈ π−arctan
id1
σiq1

. (29)

The initial voltage angle depends only on the id1/iq1
ratio, which confirms that smooth transition between IFOC
and VATC modes can be is obtained for any values of the
voltage, torque and the speed.

When the voltage limit is reached, the torque control is
achieved by VATC with

ud2=Us =

√(
uLIMd1

)2
+
(
uLIMq1

)2
, (30)

uq2= 0, (31)

and the angle ϑd2q2 as the only control variable shown
in Fig 1. Torque control is achieved by regulating the slip
frequency on the output of the torque PI regulator with gain
scheduling. Adequate voltage angle is calculated as

ϑd2q2=

∫
Kc (ωsl+ωr) dt+ϑLIMu . (32)

By comparing control angles in the base speed region
(11) to flux weakening (32), and using (12), it can be seen
that control strategy for both base speed and flux weaken-
ing regions can be expressed in only one reference frame
and with only one torque regulator used in both structures.
In the base speed region, control variables are stator volt-
ages components, ud1, uq1, and the angle

∫
(ωsl + ωr) dt

from the IFOC. In the flux weakening, control variables are
uLIMd1 , uLIMq1 and the angle

∫
Kc (ωsl + ωr) dt provided

by the VATC.
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3.2 Block – Diagram of the Proposed Control Scheme
The proposed control scheme is depicted in Fig. 2.

Torque reference t∗e and magnetizing stator current refer-
ence i∗d are the inputs. Torque is regulated by torque regu-
lator which gives slip reference ω∗sl at the output.

In the base speed region, torque producing stator cur-
rent reference i∗q is calculated from the reference slip and
reference magnetizing current. Stator currents are regu-
lated by PI regulators which give motor voltages u∗d and
u∗q . The voltages are transformed from the synchronous to
the phase reference frame and fed to the motor. Slip ref-
erence is limited to the break-down slip and added to the
estimated rotor speed ω̂r.

The position of rotor flux vector ϑdq in the base speed
region is obtained by integrating synchronous speed ωdq .
Estimated torque t̂e and rotor speed ω̂r are obtained from
the phase voltages and currents. In the base speed region
machine is supplied by stator currents and the diagram in
Fig. 4 is common rotor flux oriented IFOC scheme. The
output KC (26) of the gain scheduling block (GS in Fig.
2) is limited at unity and is not effective.

In the flux weakening, current regulators are suspended
and machine is voltage fed by the constant stator voltage
components which are held in blocks H in Fig.2. By hold-
ing output voltages, control is switched from current con-
trol (ref. frame d1q1 in Fig. 1) to voltage control (ref.
frame d2q2 in Fig.1). GS block becomes active, and the
IFOC scheme from Fig. 2 reduces to the VATC scheme
[22] shown in Fig. 3. When speed lower than the base
speed threshold is reached, it is presumed that there is suf-
ficient voltage margin for current regulators to operate, and
IFOC mode is restored. Current regulators are activated,
first with relaxed gains to ensure smooth transition from
voltage to current controlled mode.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Experimental verification is conducted on the labora-

tory set-up with high speed IM drive with parameters given
in the Appendix. The IM was controlled with 3-phase volt-
age inverter, based on low cost fixed point DSP. Output
currents were reconstructed from measurement on single
shunt placed in the inverter DC circuit. Rotor speed was es-
timated using Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS)
[20]. Sample time and PWM switching frequency are set
to be 16 kHz.

In order to verify dynamic performance of the proposed
DTC torque control in the field weakening, the results are
compared to common IFOC control in the field weakening,
with outer magnetizing current i∗d trajectory in form 1/ωr
upgraded with current regulators voltage margin controller.
Margin controller with anti-windup mechanism addition-
ally decreases rotor flux if voltage margin less than 5% is
sensed.

4.1 Transition from the Base Speed Region to Flux
Weakening

In the first set of experiments the transition from the
FOC in the base speed region to the VATC in the flux weak-
ening region is closely examined. In the experiments the
machine was accelerated from 2000 rpm to 8000 rpm in
torque control mode, without outer speed regulator, which
could mask torque dynamics. Three different torque refer-
ences of 0.33 Nm, 0.66 Nm and 1 Nm in rectangular pulse
shape are applied and results are shown in Figs 4−6: mo-
tor speed ωr and torque Te (a), slip speed ωsl and output
power Pout (b), stator currents id and iq (c) and stator volt-
ages ud and uq (d).

Motor starts accelerating in IFOC structure with con-
stant flux command. In the case of T ∗e =0.33 Nm (Fig
4a) approx. at t=2.1s and around the rotor speed of 4343
rpm the rated voltage is reached. From this point on, con-
trol structure is switched to VATC. Slip speed (Fig 4b) in-
creases due to gain scheduling mechanism from Fig. 3,
while d axis current decreases (Fig 4c). Stator voltages
ud and uq are captured and held constant throughout the
whole flux weakening regime (Fig 4d). In that way smooth
transition is achieved.
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0
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Fig. 4. Transition from IFOC to VATC, torque reference
0.33Nm. Motor speed ωr (dashed) and torque te (a), slip
speed ωsl (dashed) and output power Pout (b), stator cur-
rents id (dashed) and iq (c), stator voltages ud (dashed)
and uq (d).

Figs 5 and 6 show that smooth transition from base
speed region to flux weakening are obtained for larger
torque references also. For torque reference of 0.66 Nm
(Fig.5), the motor enters flux weakening regime at rotor
speed of 3465 rpm, while for torque reference of 1Nm
(Fig.6), flux weakening is entered at 3072 rpm.

Base speed, at which motor enters flux weakening
regime depends on the load, i.e. machine reaches rated
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Fig. 2. Proposed torque control scheme valid for the full speed range
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Fig. 3. Torque control scheme from Fig. 2 in the flux weakening region

voltage at lower speeds as load increases. In the pro-
posed VATC algorithm, it is not necessary to calculate base
speed, since flux weakening is entered automatically at the
point when rated voltage is reached, and operating in flux

weakening is performed without outer flux reference.
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Fig. 5. Transition from IFOC to VATC, torque reference
0.66Nm. Motor speed ωr (dashed) and torque te (a), slip
speed ωsl (dashed) and output power Pout (b), stator cur-
rents id (dashed) and iq (c), stator voltages ud (dashed)
and uq (d).
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Fig. 6. Transition from IFOC to VATC, torque reference
1Nm. Motor speed ωr (dashed) and torque te (a), slip
speed ωsl (dashed) and output power Pout (b), stator cur-
rents id (dashed) and iq (c), stator voltages ud (dashed)
and uq (d).

4.2 Torque Control in Deep Flux Weakening

In order to verify performance and robustness of the
VATC and compare it with classic IFOC in the deep flux
weakening, in the next set of experiments two torque
pulses are applied in the sequence, Figs 7−9. During
the first torque pulse motor accelerates from 8000 rpm
to 12000 rpm. The second torque pulse is applied after
1 s pause and kept until motor further accelerates from
12000 rpm to 16000 rpm. Torque and speed (a), slip speed
(b), stator current (c) stator voltage and rotor flux (d) are
shown.

Torque reference is first set to 0.25 Nm (Fig. 7a). The
VATC provides needed torque during the both acceleration
periods in flux weakening. Slip speed increases (Fig 7b)
as shaft speed increases, because rotor flux decreases (Fig.
7d).
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Fig. 7. VATC control scheme, torque reference 0.25Nm ap-
plied in pulses. Motor speed ωr (dashed) and torque te
(a), slip speed ωsl (b), stator current amplitude (c), rotor
flux Ψr (dashed), stator voltage amplitude Us (d).

The same reference as shown in Fig. 7 is applied to
IFOC control scheme. The results are shown in Fig. 8,
from which it can be seen that IFOC structure cannot fol-
low the second pulse reference due to lack of voltage.
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Fig. 8. IFOC control scheme, torque reference 0.25Nm ap-
plied in pulses. Motor speed ωr (dashed) and torque te
(a), slip speed ωsl (b), stator current amplitude (c), rotor
flux Ψr (dashed), stator voltage amplitude Us (d).

Fig. 9 shows the regime when torque reference pulses
are increased to 0.5Nm. The VATC scheme fully follows
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the torque reference during the first torque pulse in lower
speed range in flux weakening. During the second torque
pulse, the slip enters to the slip limit of 600 rpm (Fig. 8b),
and IM continues to operate with reduced torque output.
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Fig. 9. VATC control scheme, torque reference 0.5Nm ap-
plied in pulses. Motor speed ωr (dashed) and torque te
(a), slip speed ωsl (b), stator current amplitude (c), rotor
flux Ψr (dashed), stator voltage amplitude Us (d).

4.3 VATC Speed Control Mode in Flux Weakening
In this experiment, the performance of the VATC in

field weakening with included outer speed loop based on
simple PI regulator is investigated. Speed reference is set
to 12000 rpm. The torque load step of 0.4 Nm is applied at
1s, and then removed at 5.2s (Fig. 10). Fig. 10a shows both
measured and estimated speed, which are good match. Fig.
10b shows the inner torque loop response, while achieved
slip speed and inverter output power are shown in Fig. 10c,
d.

The experimental results confirm that rotor speed can
be properly regulated by controlling the torque reference
by the VATC scheme. The speed response is quite satisfy-
ing for most of high speed IM applications in field weak-
ening.

4.4 Robustness of the Proposed VATC Torque Con-
troller against Estimated Speed Error

In order to explore robustness of the VATC against es-
timated rotor speed error, the estimated rotor speed was
artificially set to false values of +0.5% (Fig. 11) and -0.5%
of actual speed (Fig. 12) for torque reference of 0.25Nm.
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show that the VATC response does not
deteriorate for given rotor speed errors. The consequence
is that the relatively small absolute speed error is incor-
porated in resulting slip speed in order to provide needed
synchronous speed.
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Fig. 10. Speed control mode with VATC control scheme.
Estimated motor speed ωr (dashed) and measured motor
speed (solid) (a), motor torque te (b), output power Pout
(dashed) and slip speed ωsl (solid) (d).

The torque response in field weakening is compared
with the response of IFOC sensorless control algorithm
with the same references as for VATC and detuned esti-
mated speed, Figs. 13 and 14.
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Fig. 11. VATC control scheme, torque reference 0.25Nm,
speed error +0.5%. Motor speed ωr (dashed) and torque
te (a), slip speed ωsl (b), stator current amplitude (c), ro-
tor flux Ψr (dashed), stator voltage amplitude Us (d).

Experimental results show that the VATC algorithm
maintains similar torque response for different torque ref-
erences and different speeds, which all is the result of pro-
posed gain scheduling slip control with constant voltage
applied. Also, results prove VATC robustness to the es-
timated speed error. VATC torque response is similar for
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Fig. 12. VATC control scheme, torque reference 0.25Nm,
speed error -0.5%. Motor speedωr (dashed) and torque te
(a), slip speed ωsl (b), stator current amplitude (c), rotor
flux Ψr (dashed), stator voltage amplitude Us (d).

both +0.5% and -0.5% speed error. The only noticeable
difference is in achieved slip speed by which VATC natu-
rally compensates the speed error.

In contrast, IFOC scheme is incapable to achieve refer-
ence torque: for positive speed error the flux is higher and
voltage margin is hit, while for negative error, the flux is
lower and drive enters slip limit. Thus, IFOC is found to
be very sensitive to speed estimation error. This sensitivity
increases as ratio between id/iq decreases.
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Fig. 13. IFOC control scheme, torque reference 0.25Nm,
speed error +0.5%. Motor speed ωr (dashed) and torque
te (a), slip speed ωsl (b), stator current amplitude (c), ro-
tor flux Ψr (dashed), stator voltage amplitude Us (d).
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Fig. 14. IFOC control scheme, torque reference 0.25Nm,
speed error -0.5%. Motor speedωr (dashed) and torque te
(a), slip speed ωsl (b), stator current amplitude (c), rotor
flux Ψr (dashed), stator voltage amplitude Us (d).

5 CONCLUSION

The torque control method proposed in this paper has
target application in high speed sensorless IM drives work-
ing in deep flux weakening range with available voltage
fully exploited. The method is designed as an extension of
the IFOC torque control mode which becomes the VATC
in the flux weakening. Experimental results prove that it is
possible to have smooth transition between two modes at
the start of flux weakening.

The results also show superior behavior of the new
VATC scheme for different torques and speeds at different
flux weakening levels. As a result, fast and well damped
torque response is obtained. Proposed VATC algorithm in
flux weakening is shown to be robust against speed esti-
mation error. Additionally, the proposed VATC algorithm
does not increase CPU time usage, increases robustness
against estimated speed error, and eliminates the need for
calculation the motor base speed.

APPENDIX A MOTOR DATA

Motor data: 750W, 195V, 70Hz, Rs=10.8Ω,
Rr=5.673Ω, Ls=Lr=0.522H, Lm=0.518H, four poles.
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